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What are the three basic questions that any economic systern must address?
(4 Marks)

What happens to the equilibrium price if the supply curve shifts to the right?
(4 Marks)

Graphically explain consumer surplus and producer surplus'

Explain how law of demand is applicable to reduce smoking.

'a

what is the difference betweeir elastic and inelastic demand?
a

: (4 Marks)

If the price elasticity of demand for textbooks is 2 and the price of textbooks

increases by 10 percent, by how much does the quantity demanded fall?

Exnlain the raw of diminishing marginal utility with suitab,* .*ullo,. , 
(o Marks)

'r (6l,4arks)

using the following information, find out the optimai combination of X and Y to get

consumer equilibrium.
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Tu*= 120x- 10x2

Tuy=110Y-10Y2

Px :20/=
| = 100/=

Py = 1o/=

(6 Marks)

(6 Marks)
(Total20 Marks)

(6 Marks)
( Total20 Marks)

(4 Marks)
is tangent to the

(4 Marks)

) a) Wha;t do you understand about Ordinal Utility Approach?

b) Why does the consumer choose a point where the indifference curve

budget line?



c) Sarah has $20 to spend on slices ofpizza

and cola costs $'50 Per can'

;*tt Sarah's budget line for ptzzaand

i. i"oo"t" Sarah's total budget fot pizza

her budget line shift?

Graphically show the derivation of demand

(Pcc).

How is marginal product related to total product?

What do you understand about the concept of return to scale?

cans of cola' P\zza costs $1 per slice'

diet cola increases to S25' How does

(6 Marks)

curve from Price Consumption Curve

(6 Marks)

( Total20 Marks)

(5 Marks)

(5 Marks)
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,,Theiongrunaveragecostcurveistheiocusofmirrim..impointsoftheshortrun
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ExPlain' (5 Marks)

(5 Marks

( Totai 20 Marks

What is meant by price discrimination? (4 Markl

Briefly explain the characteristics of oligopoly firm? 
(4 Marl,r

How are price and outpul determined under monopoly? 
(6 Mark

Explainthe equilibrium of the perfect competitive market in the Long run' 
(6 Mark

( Totai 20 Mark
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